
Meet The After-School Detective Club – Lucy, Max,
Joe, Charlie and her faithful dog Sherlock.

The unlikely gang of friends who stumble across mysteries whenever 
they’re together! The deeper they dig, the bigger their adventures 
become. Smugglers, treasure hunters, bedroom breakouts and daring 
rescues are all in a day’s work for The After-School Detective Club. 
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Have you got what it takes to join them?

Written by Mark Dawson and Allan Boroughs, illustrated by Ben Mantle.

In The Case of the Smuggler’s Curse, the friends spot a figure walking on 
the beach one winter’s evening. This leads them to a final showdown 
with a ruthless gang of smugglers. 

The friends can’t believe their luck in The Secret of Ragnar’s Gold when 
they get the chance to stay in a castle for their holidays. Soon the race is 
on to find a hoard of treasure said to have been buried by a Viking 
warrior. 

The gang head out for a weekend of cycling and camping in The Mystery 
in the Marshes. But when they’re new friend goes missing it looks as 
though he has been abducted by a UFO! But surely that's not possible?

There are dognappers on the loose in Southwold, can the gang stop the 
outbreak of pet thefts in the area in The Case of the Dastardly Dognappers.



The pace and excitement of The After-School Detective Club books 
make them a brilliant for a class read aloud for Years 4,5 and 6. Here’s 
some other notes and activities that you could use to bring the stories 
to life for your class.

1. Begin by looking at the jackets and illustrations by Ben Mantle and 
then ask these questions:

o What do you think these books might be about?
o What do the illustrations tell you about the settings?
o What can you tell about the characters from the way they are 

dressed?

2. The five members of The After-School Detective Club all bring 
different strengths and weaknesses to the team. You can use the 
character profiles at the front of the books and discuss if you think 
that they make a good team. Why or why not? 

3. As an activity based on the different characters, why not:
o Think of a technology gadget that Max could invent
o Create an exercise programme for Lucy’s training
o Think of a recipe that Joe could cook
o Make a list of wildlife that Charlie could find where she lives

4. Think about who you would like to have in your Club, what skills 
and characteristics you’d like them to bring? Don’t just think about 
your friends, you could have people from history, scientists or even 
celebrities.

5. The After-School Detective Club books are written from the 
perspective of a third person. Choose one of the members of the 
Club and try re-writing one of the scenes from their point of view –
you could even do it from Sherlock’s perspective!

6. The After-School Detective Club books are based in Suffolk, around 
the village of Southwold and Orford Castle. Research local history 
and find out about a local myth or legend which you could 
investigate further. You could invite a local historian to come in 
and share their ideas.
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7. Using local knowledge and the maps in the books for inspiration, 
draw a simple map of the area around your school or around a local 
landmark. What landmarks would you include on your map? 
Where would be the best places to have an adventure and why?

8. In The Case of the Smuggler’s Curse, the Club first believe that the 
figure they see on the beach is a wrecker. Wreckers operated 
around the coast of the UK in the 1700 and 1800s. Research the 
stories of wreckers and investigate whether any operated on your 
local coast.

9. In The Secret of Ragnar’s Gold, the Club are convinced they will 
find Ragnar’s Gold inspired by the treasures found at Sutton Hoo. 
Why not find out if any buried treasure has been found close to you 
and research what it was and when it was found?

10. In The Mystery in the Marshes the gang investigate the sighting of 
a mysterious UFO. What is a UFO and what do people think they 
might be? Write about an encounter with a UFO (real or imagined) 
and describe what happened when you saw it.

11. In The Case of the Dastardly Dognappers the gang investigate a 
series of pet thefts. What device does Max invent to help find the 
missing dogs? What clever inventions can you think of to help keep 
your pets safe?

12. The After-School Detective Club books are reminiscent of the ever-
popular books written by Enid Blyton. Make a list of adventure 
mystery books that the class have enjoyed and ask them to design a 
poster to advertise them to other children in the school. 
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